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Abstract
Contemporary embedded systems often use NAND flash memory instead of hard disks as their swap space of virtual

memory. Since the read/write characteristics of NAND flash memory are very different from those of hard disks, an effi-

cient page replacement algorithm is needed for this environment. Our analysis shows that temporal locality is dominant

in virtual memory references but that is not the case for write references, when the read and write references are moni-

tored separately. Based on this observation, we present a new page replacement algorithm that uses different strategies

for read and write operations in predicting the re-reference likelihood of pages. For read operations, only temporal local-

ity is used; but for write operations, both write frequency and temporal locality are used. The algorithm logically parti-

tions the memory space into read and write areas to keep track of their reference patterns precisely, and then dynamically

adjusts their size based on their reference patterns and I/O costs. Without requiring any external parameter to tune, the

proposed algorithm outperforms CLOCK, CAR, and CFLRU by 20%–66%. It also supports optimized implementations

for virtual memory systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

NAND flash memory has become the most popular

secondary storage media in modern embedded systems,

such as smartphones, tablets, and portable media players

(PMPs). As these embedded systems provide an increas-

ing variety of functions, virtual memory support with

swap space is becoming an important issue. Since the tra-

ditional swap space (i.e., the hard disk) of virtual memory

system is now being replaced by NAND flash memory,

an efficient virtual memory management technique is

necessary for this emerging environment.

However, NAND flash memory is known to possess

significantly different physical characteristics from hard

disks. As a result, flash translation layers (FTLs) and

flash-specific file systems have been extensively studied

[1-8]. Unlike these studies, research on virtual memory

systems for NAND flash memory is in its infancy [9-11].
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In this paper, we analyze the page reference characteris-

tics of a virtual memory system that uses NAND flash

memory as its swap space, and present a new page

replacement algorithm for this environment. 

Page references in a virtual memory environment have

a temporal locality property, and thus, the least recently

used (LRU) and its approximated CLOCK algorithms

have been widely used. However they do not consider the

different I/O costs of read and write operations in NAND

flash memory when replacing clean and dirty pages.

Dirty pages need to be swapped out or flushed to NAND

flash memory before their eviction, and this incurs a

write I/O that is about 3–10 times slower than a read I/O

[10, 12, 13]. Note that a dirty page is one that has been

modified during its residence in the memory, while a

clean page is one that has not been changed. Thus, an

efficient replacement algorithm needs to take account of

these asymmetric operation costs. Furthermore, the tem-

poral locality of virtual memory references should be

revisited when read and write references are indepen-

dently observed.

In this paper, we analyze the characteristics of virtual

memory read and write references separately in terms of

their temporal locality. We have discovered an important

phenomenon from this analysis; unlike read references

that exhibit strong temporal locality, the temporal locality

of write references is weak and irregular. Specifically,

more recently written pages do not incur more writes in

future for a certain range of page rankings. We call this

phenomenon the ranking inversion of write temporal

locality. Accordingly, temporal locality has limitations in

predicting future references for write operations. 

Based on this observation, we propose a new page

replacement algorithm that uses different strategies for

read and write operations in predicting the re-reference

likelihood of pages. For read operations, temporal local-

ity alone is considered; but for write operations, write fre-

quency is used as well as temporal locality. With this

idea, the new algorithm individually keeps track of the

reference patterns of read and write operations, and accu-

rately predicts the likelihood of re-referencing pages. It

logically partitions the memory space into read and write

areas based on the different I/O costs of operations. Then,

it dynamically adjusts the size of each area according to

the change of access patterns. In each area, the recency of

page references is separately captured using a CLOCK

list. Our experimental results with various virtual memory

access traces show that the proposed algorithm, called

CLOCK for read and write (CRAW), significantly improves

the I/O performance of a virtual memory system. Specifi-

cally, it reduces I/O time by 20%–66%, compared to widely

known algorithms, such as CLOCK, CAR, and CFLRU.

Moreover, in contrast to LRU, which needs to perform

list manipulations or time-stamping on every memory

reference, CRAW does not require either time-stamping

or list manipulations unless page faults occur. This makes

CRAW suitable for virtual memory environments that

allow OS controls only upon page fault. Moreover, the

parameters of CRAW are automatically tuned differenti-

ating itself from the other approaches that require manual

parameter tuning to deal with workload changes. The

main contributions of this paper can be summarized as

follows:

1) To capture the characteristics of write operations

that are responsible for a large portion of I/O cost in

flash memory, we separately analyze the temporal

locality of memory accesses for read and write ref-

erences. 

2) In the case of read references, we have discovered

that temporal locality is strong, and thus recency-

based algorithms, such as CLOCK, are suitable for

estimating the re-reference likelihood of read refer-

ences. 

3) In the case of write references, we have uncovered a

prominent phenomenon that temporal locality is weak

and irregular. Hence, estimating the re-reference

likelihood of write references with temporal locality

only is limited. We propose a new way to estimate

future references by considering write frequency as

well.

4) Considering the different I/O costs and reference

characteristics of read and write operations, we sep-

arately allocate memory space for reads and writes,

and dynamically change the allocated space accord-

ing to the evolution of workloads.

5) We also show how the proposed algorithm can be

easily deployed in various system environments with-

out any modification of existing hardware architec-

tures.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II

discusses some related work on page references in virtual

memory and reviews replacement algorithms for flash

memory. In Section III, we capture page reference char-

acteristics in virtual memory in terms of read and write

references, and analyze the observation results. Section

IV presents a new page replacement algorithm for virtual

memory systems built on NAND flash memory. Then,

Section V presents our experimental results obtained

through trace-driven simulations to assess the effectiveness

of the proposed algorithm, CRAW. Section VI describes

some practical issues related to the deployment of CRAW

in real system architectures. Finally, we conclude this

paper in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we briefly describe the characteristics

of page references in virtual memory environments, and

review existing page replacement algorithms for NAND

flash memory.
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A. Page References in Virtual Memory

Page references in a virtual memory environment have

temporal locality in that a more recently referenced page

is more likely to be referenced again soon. In terms of the

hit ratio, the LRU replacement algorithm is known to be

optimal for references that exhibit this property [14].

LRU aligns all the pages in the memory in the order of

their most recent reference time, and replaces the LRU

page whenever free page frames are needed. It is the most

popular replacement algorithm in various caching environ-

ments including file system buffer cache, since it performs

well, but has only a constant time and space overhead.

Nevertheless, LRU has a critical weakness in virtual

memory environments. On every memory reference, LRU

needs to move a page to the most recently used (MRU)

position in the list. This involves some list manipulations,

which cannot be handled by the paging unit hardware.

Though LRU can also be implemented by hardware, this

is not feasible in virtual memory systems as it should

maintain the time-stamp of each page and update it upon

every memory reference. 

CLOCK was introduced as a one-bit approximation to

LRU [15]. Instead of keeping pages in the order of refer-

ence time, CLOCK only monitors whether a page has

recently been referenced or not. On each hit to a page, the

paging unit hardware sets the reference bit of the page in

the page table entry to 1. Then, pages are maintained in a

circular list. Whenever free page frames are needed,

CLOCK sequentially scans through the pages in the cir-

cular list starting from the current position, that is, next to

the position of the last evicted page. This scan continues

until a page with a reference bit of 0 is found, and that

page is then replaced. For every page with reference bit

of 1 in the course of the scan, CLOCK clears the refer-

ence bit to 0 without removing the page from the list. 

The reference bit of each page indicates whether that

page has recently been accessed or not; and a page that is

not referenced until the clock-hand comes round to that

page again is certain to be replaced. Even though CLOCK

does not replace the LRU page, it replaces a page that has

not been recently referenced so that temporal locality is

exploited to some extent. In addition to this, since it does

not require any list manipulation on memory hit, CLOCK

is suitable for virtual memory environments.

Not recently used (NRU) is another version of page

replacement algorithm that exploits the temporal locality

of virtual memory environments. NRU works similarly to

CLOCK using reference bits but it also uses modified bits

to distinguish clean and dirty pages [16]. While reference

bits are periodically cleared by the clock-hand to monitor

the recency of page references, the modified bit of a page

is set when the page becomes dirty, and is not cleared

until it is evicted from memory. The modified bit indi-

cates that the corresponding page should be written back

to secondary storage before eviction. There are four dif-

ferent cases according to the state of the reference and

modified bits. 

NRU preferentially replaces pages whose reference bit

is 0 to consider temporal locality. Of them, NRU evicts

the pages with zero modified bit first because they are

clean pages and can thus be evicted without incurring

additional write I/O operations. Similarly, among pages

with reference bit set to 1, NRU gives higher priorities to

pages with a modified bit of 1. In summary, the page

replacement order of NRU according to the state of (ref-

erence bit, modified bit) is (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), and (1, 1).

B. Page Replacement for Flash Memory

Most operating systems, including Linux, are optimized

under the assumption that secondary storage devices will

be hard disk drives, which have almost identical costs for

read and write operations. Page replacement algorithms

therefore focus on maximizing the hit ratio by replacing

the page least likely to be referenced again. In this pro-

cess, the type of operation (read or write) that would be

involved in that reference is not considered. Unlike hard

disks, however, NAND flash memory has asymmetrical

read and write costs. In NAND flash memory, servicing a

write I/O request takes 3–10 times longer than servicing a

read I/O request for the same I/O size as shown in Table 1

[12, 13]. 

In addition, NAND flash memory requires an erase

operation before writing data on the same place again.

Most systems, therefore, have an FTL, which hides the cost

of erase operations by performing out-of-place-updates.

As a result, traditional page replacement algorithms that

aim to maximize the hit ratio do not perform well in the

systems based on NAND flash memory because their

performance metric is the hit ratio, although it should be

the I/O time.

Clean-first LRU (CFLRU) [10] is a new page replace-

ment algorithm that considers the hit ratio as well as the

physical characteristics of NAND flash memory in which

reading and writing have different I/O costs. CFLRU can

accommodate the different eviction costs of a clean page,

which can simply be discarded, and a dirty page, which

should be written back to flash memory. CFLRU delays

the eviction of dirty pages to reduce the number of writes

Table 1. Read and write performance of NAND flash memory

NAND flash memory NAND-based SSD

SLC

(2 kB page)

MLC

(4 kB page)

Random

(4 kB IOPS)

Sequential

(bandwidth)

Read 25 µs 60 µs 35,000 IOPS 250 MB/s

Write 200 µs 800 µs 3,300 IOPS 70 MB/s

Read : Write 1 : 8 1 : 13.3 1 : 10.6 1 : 3.6

SSD: solid state disk, SLC: single-level cell, MLC: multi-level cell.
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to NAND flash memory, unless this will do too much

harm to the hit ratio. Though NRU also delays the

replacement of dirty pages, it uses the modified bit only

as a tiebreaker among pages with the reference bit offset

to 0.

CFLRU manages pages using the LRU list. CFLRU

divides this list into a working region and a clean-first

region as shown in Fig. 1. The working region contains

recently referenced pages that are replaced according to

the LRU policy. The evicted page from the working

region is inserted into the clean-first region, which con-

tains older pages whose last reference was made a rela-

tively long time ago. Dirty pages in the clean-first region

are preserved in the memory as long as a clean page is

available for eviction. CFLRU starts by searching the

clean-first region for a candidate for replacement. The

length of the clean-first region is defined as a fraction of

the total memory size, called the window size. Fig. 1

shows an example of page replacement in CFLRU. P8 is

the LRU page; but when a free page frame is necessary,

CFLRU replaces P7, which is the LRU clean page. Since

dirty pages can only be evicted if no clean page exists in

the window, pages are evicted in the order of P7, P5, P8,

and finally P6. 

CFLRU was the first to adapt LRU for NAND flash

memory-based systems. However, its favor on dirty

pages varies greatly across the boundary between the

working region and the clean-first region. Moreover, the

window size should be tuned as the workload changes.

As a consequence, CFLRU does not cope well with

changes in workload characteristics, such as the ratio of

read to write accesses.

LRU with write sequence reordering (LRU-WSR) is

another replacement algorithm that favors dirty pages

[17]. Basically, LRU-WSR also manages pages using the

LRU list. Instead of setting the clean-first region, LRU-

WSR gives one more chance to a dirty page, when it

reaches the LRU position in the list. Specifically, LRU-

WSR keeps a cold flag for each page in the LRU list.

When a page is referenced, LRU-WSR moves the page to

the MRU position of the list. Additionally, if it is a dirty

page, LRU-WSR clears the cold flag of that page. When

replacement is needed, LRU-WSR checks the page in the

LRU position. If the page is clean, it is replaced. Other-

wise, the cold flag is checked. If it is set to 1, LRU-WSR

replaces the page. If the cold flag of the page is 0, LRU-

WSR sets the cold flag to 1, moves the page to the MRU

position to give one more chance, and checks another

page at the LRU position. In this way, LRU-WSR consid-

ers asymmetric operation costs of reads and writes in the

flash memory, but it still does not consider their exact

costs in the algorithm design.

There are some categories of replacement algorithms

that exploit the device-specific information of NAND

flash memory. Since most of this information cannot be

delivered to virtual memory and/or file systems in current

system interfaces, the algorithms are usually targeted to

device-specific buffer managers, or some specific sys-

tems. Flash-aware buffer management (FAB) is proposed

as a replacement algorithm of DRAM buffer in flash-

based PMP systems [18]. PMP systems commonly have

long sequential accesses for media data and some short

accesses for metadata at the same time. One problem

with this situation is that short write accesses cannot be

buffered for a long time because they are pushed away by

a large amount of sequential data. This eventually incurs

frequent random write I/Os, leading to degraded I/O per-

formances due to full merge operations in log-block FTLs

[5, 19]. To cope with this problem, FAB manages buffered

data from the same NAND flash block as a group and

replaces them together. When free buffers are needed,

FAB evicts a NAND block group with the largest number

of buffers. If more than one group have the same largest

number of buffers, the LRU order is used as a tiebreaker.

Block padding least recently used (BPLRU) is a write

buffer management algorithm to improve the random write

performance of flash storage in desktop environments

[20]. BPLRU manages an LRU list for RAM buffers.

Similar to FAB, BPLRU groups buffers from the same

NAND flash block and replaces them together. When a

buffer is accessed by a write operation, buffers in the

same group are moved together to the MRU position of

the list. BPLRU selects buffers in the LRU position as a

victim and flushes all data in the group. This block-level

flushing reduces the total merge cost of NAND flash

memory in log-block FTLs. BPLRU also uses two heu-

ristics, called page padding and LRU compensation. Page

padding makes a partially buffered NAND block into a

fully buffered one by reading the rest of NAND pages

from the flash just before evicting the block. LRU com-

pensation is a heuristic that evicts a fully buffered NAND

block first.

Cold and largest cluster (CLC) is another write buffer

replacement algorithm for NAND flash memory [21].

Unlike FAB and BPLRU, CLC uses byte-addressable

non-volatile memory as its write buffer. Similar to FAB

and BPLRU, CLC manages pages from the same NAND

flash blocks together. When replacement is needed, CLC

selects a NAND block group with the largest number of

pages among groups that have not recently been refer-

enced.

Fig. 1. An example of page replacement in clean-first LRU
(CFLRU). LRU: least recently used, MRU: most recently used.
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III. PAGE REFERENCES IN VIRTUAL MEMORY

In this section, we analyze and capture page references

in virtual memory systems specially focusing on the tem-

poral locality of read and write operations. For write

operations, we also analyze the write frequency as well as

temporal locality to more precisely characterize the page

reference behavior. We capture the virtual memory access

traces from four different applications used on Linux X

Windows, namely, the xmms mp3 player, the gqview

image viewer, the gedit word processor, and the freecell

game. The characteristics of these traces will be

explained later in Section V. We first analyze the tempo-

ral locality of total references in the traces, and then clas-

sify them into read and write references to more precisely

examine the re-reference likelihood of each operation.

A. Temporal Locality

As shown in Fig. 2, virtual memory accesses exhibit

strong temporal locality. In the figure, the x-axis repre-

sents the page ranking in the LRU list (i.e., the LRU stack

distance). For example, the ranking 1 in the x-axis refers

to the page at the most recently referenced position in the

LRU list. Increase in ranking along the x-axis indicates

that the pages were referenced a relatively long time ago.

The y-axis represents the number of references that occur

for the page ranking in the x-axis.

As shown in Fig. 2, the shape of the curve can be well

modeled by a monotonic decreasing function, implying

that a more recently referenced page is more likely to be

referenced again. For this reference pattern, the LRU

algorithm is known to perform well [14]. 

Fig. 2 shows the temporal locality of total page refer-

ences including both read and write references. Figs. 3

and 4 separately show the temporal locality of read and

write references. For example, the x-axis in Fig. 3 repre-

sents the recency ranking of read references and the y-

axis represents the number of read references that occur

for the given ranking. As shown in Fig. 3, read references

exhibit strong temporal locality. Unlike the plots in

Fig. 2(a) and (b) that contain some projecting points, the

plots in Fig. 3(a) and (b) are more fluent. This means that

the temporal locality of read references is stronger than

that of total references including both read and write ref-

erences. 

Fig. 2. Reference counts versus temporal locality ranking for
total references including reads and writes. (a) xmms, (b) gqview,
(c) gedit, and (d) freecell.

Fig. 4. Number of write references occurred versus temporal
locality ranking of write references. (a) xmms, (b) gqview, (c)
gedit, and (d) freecell.

Fig. 3. Number of read references occurred versus temporal
locality ranking of read references. (a) xmms, (b) gqview, (c) gedit,
and (d) freecell.
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Now, let us examine the write references. As shown in

Fig. 4, the temporal locality of write references is rather

irregular. Specifically, Fig. 4 shows the ranking inversion

of temporal locality, i.e., a more recently written page

shows a smaller fraction of re-writes in some ranges of

ranking. We can clearly observe this phenomenon from

Fig. 4(a) and (b), which contain a relatively large number

of write references. 

Based on this observation, we can conclude that tem-

poral locality alone is not sufficient to estimate the re-

reference likelihood of write references in virtual mem-

ory. We cannot pinpoint the exact reason for this phenom-

enon, but we conjecture that it is due to the write-back

operation of the CPU cache memory. Since a certain por-

tion of memory references are absorbed by the cache

memory, page references observed at the virtual memory

layer contain only the references that are cache-missed.

In the case of read references, cache-missed requests

directly propagate to the virtual memory layer, thus not

much affecting temporal locality, although it becomes

rather weak. However, in the case of write references,

cache-missed requests do not propagate directly to virtual

memory but are just written to the cache memory. Then,

the write references are delivered to virtual memory only

after the data are evicted from the cache memory. This

implies that the time a write request arrives is asynchro-

nous with the time that the request is delivered to main

memory. This is the reason why temporal locality of

write references is considerably dispersed.

B. Frequency of Write References

In Section III-A, we observed that the temporal local-

ity of write references in virtual memory is greatly dis-

persed. Here, we analyze the effect of write frequency on

the re-reference likelihood of write references. We can

consider two different types of frequency. The first is the

total write frequency, which counts the total number of

writes that appear in the trace; and the second is the so-

far-write-frequency, which counts the number of writes

that have occurred to the current point. We use the latter

in order to observe the impact of frequency on estimating

a page’s re-reference likelihood each time in comparison

with temporal locality. To do this, we maintain the rank-

ing of pages according to their past write counts, and

examine the number of write operations that occur again

for each ranking. 

In Fig. 5, the x-axis represents the ranking of pages

based on their past write counts. The y-axis represents the

number of writes that occur on that ranking. To construct

the curve, we maintain the page ranking each time, and as

a page in a certain ranking is written again, we increase

the value of y-axis for that ranking by one, possibly

resulting in a reordering of the page rankings.

As shown in Fig. 5, most write references that are

made are in the range of top ranking. This means that a

page referenced frequently in the past is likely to be refer-

enced again in the future. Unlike the temporal locality of

write references, the frequency of write references does

not show the ranking inversion problem. It also exhibits

larger reference counts than temporal locality for a cer-

tain range of top ranking.

In summary, the re-reference likelihood of read refer-

ences can be well modeled by temporal locality. For write

references, however, using the write frequency as well as

temporal locality will be more effective. To predict future

write references more accurately, a page replacement

algorithm should consider the write frequency as well as

the recency of the references.

IV. A NEW PAGE REPLACEMENT ALGORITHM

In this section, we present a new page replacement

algorithm for virtual memory systems, called CRAW,

which uses NAND flash memory as its swap device.

CRAW separately allocates memory areas for read and

write operations so as to minimize the total I/O costs. It

does this by finding the contribution of each area and

dynamically adjusting their size. 

For each area, replacement is efficiently performed,

similar to the implementation of the CLOCK algorithm.

To select a victim page in each area, CRAW exploits the

read and write characteristics of virtual memory explained

in Section III. That is, for read references, temporal local-

ity is exploited, and for write references, both temporal

locality and write frequency are used to predict the re-

reference likelihood of pages. All the pages in the write

area are dirty pages, which need 3–10 times higher cost

in terms of time to evict than clean pages. CRAW gives

Fig. 5. Number of write references occurred versus frequency
ranking of write references. (a) xmms, (b) gqview, (c) gedit, and
(d) freecell.
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higher priority to write pages that incur relatively high

costs; but it also preserves read pages if they are fre-

quently referenced and thus their contribution to improv-

ing I/O performance is significant.

A. Adjusting the Size of Each Area

CRAW employs ghost areas to evaluate and adjust the

size of the read and write areas as shown in Fig. 6. Ghost

areas only maintain the metadata of recently evicted

pages without their actual data. By observing references

to a page in the ghost areas, CRAW predicts the effect

that extending each area would have on performance. If

there are frequent hits on pages in the ghost read area,

CRAW extends the read area to reduce the number of

page faults. The write area can be extended in the same

way. In addition to the hits to pages in the ghost areas, the

different cost of a read and a write is also considered in

adjusting the size of each area. 

The size of each ghost area is adjusted as the size of

corresponding area changes such that the total number of

pages in these two areas is equal to the total number of

page frames, which is referred to as S. For example, after

extending the read area to accommodate one more page,

CRAW shrinks the ghost read area by one. This is

because the hit ratio for the whole memory can be pre-

dicted, if the sum of the allocated pages and the ghost

pages is equal to S. As explained in Fig. 6, S ghost pages

are sufficient for both read and write areas because S

pages are actually allocated. Maintaining this number of

ghost pages has very low overhead because a ghost page

only contains 20 bytes of information including pointers

and a page identifier, whereas each of the actual pages

contains 4 kB of data [22-26].

Fig. 6 briefly shows the read area R, the write area W,

and their ghost areas. In practice, however, R and W may

share pages. For example, a page that has been recently

read as well as written, is kept in both R and W. In this

case, the page data is in one page frame, and the page

descriptor is linked to both R and W using different link

pointers in order to independently and accurately manage

the areas. Consequently, |R|+|W| can be larger than S, and

the number of ghost pages can be equal to or less than S.

Since CRAW allows pages to be linked to multiple areas

simultaneously, a page can be evicted from physical

memory only if it is not linked to any area.

B. Details of the Algorithm

We now describe how the CRAW algorithm works in

detail. Fig. 7 depicts the basic structure of CRAW. Pages

in memory are managed by read area R and write area W.

The metadata of evicted pages from these areas are kept

in ghost read area R' and ghost write area W', respectively.

Page replacement for each area is independently man-

aged by using an efficient design similar to the CLOCK

algorithm. When CRAW searches for a victim to evict

from the read area, it checks the read bit of the page to

which the clock-hand points as CLOCK also does. If the

read bit is 1, it is cleared; otherwise, the page is deleted

from the area. The clock-hand scans clockwise through

the pages until it finds a page with a zero read bit. When

CRAW searches for a victim in the write area, the write

bit instead of the read bit is investigated. In fact, the read

and write bits have similar meanings to the reference and

modified bits that are set by the paging unit hardware

during every memory access. The metadata for pages

deleted from R and W are inserted into ghost areas R' and

W', respectively. When a replacement is needed in a

ghost area, the least recently inserted page is deleted.

Note that this is identical to the FIFO order in the ghost

areas. As shown in Fig. 7, a newly inserted page is linked

to the MRU location in the ghost area, and the oldest

page is evicted from the LRU location. 

Since write frequency is also important to predict the

re-reference likelihood of write references, CRAW man-

ages the internal structure of write area W by two parti-

tioned sub-areas, namely write temporal locality area

W1, and write frequency area W2 as shown in Fig. 8.

Ghost areas for W1 and W2 are also managed separately.

Fig. 6. Adjusting the sizes of the read and write areas by using
ghost areas.

Fig. 7. Basic structure of CRAW. LRU: least recently used, MRU:
most recently used, CRAW: CLOCK for read and write.
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Similar to R and W, the sizes of W1 and W2 are adjusted

by page hits in ghost areas W1' and W2'. W1 maintains

pages that are written once while their metadata are resi-

dent in memory, and W2 maintains pages that are written

more than once. 

A page may not be included in the write area directly

even after a write reference to that page happens. This is

the same for read references. For example, if a page is not

in write area W1 or W2 but exists in read area R, no page

fault occurs upon a write reference, and thus list manipu-

lation by kernel is not possible. In this case, the write bit

of this page is just set by the paging unit hardware, and

the page still remains only in the read area. The page is

finally included in the write area when the write bit is

found during the scanning of the read area to find a victim.

Now we will give further details of the CRAW algo-

rithm following the pseudocode in Fig. 9. If the CPU ref-

erences a page that is already in memory, CRAW does

nothing except for bit setting. The read bit of the page is

set on a read reference and the write bit of the page is set

on a write reference. 

When a page fault occurs because a referenced page is

not in memory, CRAW first checks if there is a free page

frame. If not, CRAW invokes the reclaim() function to

get a free page frame by evicting a page from memory and

then stores the requested page in the frame after retrieving

it from secondary storage (we provide the description of

CRAW from a theoretical aspect here. Actually, commodity

operating systems do not invoke reclaim() function

on demand but reserve a certain number of free page

frames in advance). Then, CRAW inserts the page in the

area corresponding to the access type, and adjusts the size

of their areas, if necessary.

If a page fault results from a read access, CRAW

inserts the page at the tail position of the read area. If the

history of the page exists in the ghost read area R', it is

deleted from R', and if necessary, the size of R is increased.

The size of R' is then reduced to preserve the balance

between R and R'. 

If a page fault results from a write access, there are

three different cases. First, if the history of the page exists

in W1', CRAW deletes it and inserts the page into the tail

position of W2. In this case, a hit occurs in ghost write

area W1' and thus the size of W1 is increased, and if nec-

essary, the sizes of other areas including ghost areas are

adjusted. Second, if the history of the page exists in W2',

CRAW deletes it and inserts the page to the tail position

of W2. In this case, a hit occurs in ghost write area W2'

and thus the size of W2 is increased, and if necessary, the

sizes of other areas including ghost areas are adjusted.

Third, if the page history does not exist in any of ghost

write areas, it is inserted to the tail position of W1.

Now, we describe the reclamation procedure used to

obtain a free page frame. The reclaim() function first

selects the area from which to evict a page. Since CRAW

maintains and adjusts the desired size for each area

according to the hits from ghost areas, it basically selects

an area containing more pages than its desired size as the

victim area.

In practice, however, there may be more than one area

that satisfies this condition, because CRAW allows a

page to be shared by multiple areas. In this case, CRAW

selects the area that has the largest ratio of current size to

the desired size as the victim area. For example, let us

assume that the desired sizes of R, W1, and W2 are 3, 4,

and 5, and the current sizes of them are 4, 5, and 5,

respectively. In this example, both R and W1 have more

pages than their desired sizes. Since R has a larger ratio

of current to desired size, R is selected as the victim area

in this case. 

As explained earlier, when reclaim() chooses to

evict a page from the read area, it first checks the read bit

of the page to which the clock-hand points as CLOCK

does. If the read bit is 1, reclaim() clears the bit and

moves to the next page. Otherwise, reclaim() deletes

the page from the area and returns. In this process, if a

page is found with its write bit set in the read area,

CRAW clears the write bit and links that page to the tail

of write area W1 if the page is not already in the write

area. If reclaim() selects W1 or W2 to evict a page,

the write bit is checked in the same way. That is, if a page

is found with its read bit set to 1, CRAW clears the read

bit and links that page to the tail of read area R if the page

is not in R. This process is simple and fast because it only

requires a bit and a list pointer to be checked, and some

list manipulations are performed only when needed. Fig.

10 depicts the conceptual flow of the CRAW algorithm.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We now present the performance evaluation results to

assess the effectiveness of the CRAW algorithm. A trace-

driven simulation is performed to manage the replace-

ment algorithm of a virtual memory system with accurate

Fig. 8. The internal structure of the write area considering both
temporal locality and write frequency.
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Fig. 9. Pseudocode of CRAW (CLOCK for read and write).
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I/O timing of NAND flash memory and software over-

heads of replacement algorithms. The size of a virtual

memory page is set to 4 kB, which is common to most

operating systems including Linux. Secondary storage is

assumed to consist of a large block SLC NAND flash

memory, where a block contains 64 pages and a page has

2 kB of data. The I/O time of a read and a write operation

for each flash page is set to 25 µs and 200 µs, respec-

tively, as listed in Table 1. 

A. Experimental Setup

The traces are acquired by a modified version of the

Cachegrind tool from the Valgrind 3.2.3 toolset [27, 28].

Fig. 11 shows the form of each request in the trace. Mem-

ory accesses in the traces can be classified into instruc-

tion reads, data reads, and data writes.

We capture the virtual memory access traces from six

different applications used on Linux X Windows, namely,

the xmms mp3 player, the gqview image viewer, the gedit

word processor, the freecell game, the kghostview PDF

file viewer, and the tar_gzip archiving and compression

utilities. We filter out memory references that are accessed

directly from the CPU cache memory, and also reflect the

write-back property of the cache memory. The character-

istics of these traces are described in Table 2. 

The xmms trace shows a lot of write operations even

though it is a multimedia playing program. Multimedia

players seldom make write I/O requests upon the data

file, but in the virtual memory, it decodes the data to a

playable data stream and writes the decoded data, which

is usually much larger than the encoded data, to another

page frame. 

We compare the performance of CRAW with CLOCK,

CAR (CLOCK with adaptive replacement) [22], and

CFCLOCK [10]. CFCLOCK is a modified version of

CFLRU to work efficiently in virtual memory environ-

ments. On hit to a page, CFCLOCK just sets the reference

bit or modified bit and does not perform any list manipu-

lations. Similar to CFLRU, CFCLOCK has a window

size parameter that specifies how many pages it should

first search for clean pages starting from the current

clock-hand position. If it succeeds in finding a clean page

with a reference bit set to 0 in the window, CFCLOCK

replaces it. Otherwise, it scans through the pages in the

window again and replaces a dirty page whose reference

bit is not set. If there is no such page, then CFCLOCK

searches for a page with a reference bit set to 0 starting

from the next position. Whenever a free page frame is

needed, CFCLOCK first scans through the window size

of pages. In our experiments, the window size is set to

Fig. 10. A conceptual flow of CLOCK for read and write (CRAW).

Reference type Virtual address Access size (byte)

readi 0x04000BE0 2

write 0xBEFFFACC 4

readi 0x04000C30 1

write 0xBEFFFABC 4

readd 0x0401582C 4

: : :

Fig. 11. Form of each request in the trace.

Table 2. Memory usage and reference count for each workload

Workload Memory footprint (kB) Ratio of operations (read : write) Total access count

xmms 8,050 1 : 5.13 1,168,939

gqview 7,430 1 : 1.30 610,685

gedit 14,460 12.05 : 1 1,733,763

freecell 10,080 7.16 :1 490,175

kghostview 17,390 13.93 : 1 1,546,135

tar_gzip 752 5.23 : 1 4,535
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one third of the total number of page frames according to

the window size of the swap system used in the original

CFLRU simulations [10].

B. Experimental Results

The performance of page replacement algorithms is

measured by the total I/O time for a given workload.

Fig. 12 shows the total I/O time of the four algorithms as

a function of the memory size ranging from 1% to 100%

of maximum memory usage of the traces. The 100%

memory size means the unrealistic condition that a com-

plete memory footprint can be loaded at the same time,

and thus page replacement is not needed. In this environ-

ment, all algorithms perform the same. For each work-

load, the graphs show the total I/O time of each algorithm

normalized to the CLOCK algorithm.

CRAW outperforms the other algorithms for a wide range

of memory size and a variety of workloads. In compari-

son with CLOCK, CRAW reduced the total I/O time by

an average of 23.9% and up to 66.5%. The performance

improvements of CRAW over CAR and CFCLOCK are

in the range of 25%–66% and 16%–58%, respectively.

Although CFCLOCK reduces the number of expensive

write I/O operations by preserving dirty pages as much as

possible, it falls behind CLOCK and CAR in dealing with

some read-intensive workloads, such as freecell and

gedit, for small memory sizes. Note that these two traces

are read-intensive and their locality is also strong. Since

CFCLOCK provides too much memory space to dirty

pages, it fails to preserve a large amount of clean pages

that only incur read operations. This shows that

CFCLOCK is unable to adapt to workload changes in

some read-intensive jobs. On the other hand, CRAW

dynamically adapts to the changes of workload pattern

and memory capacity, resulting in consistently good per-

formances.

Figs. 13 and 14 show the number of read and write I/

Os performed on flash memory for each workload. This

figure shows how CRAW could reduce total I/O time by

compromising the cost of read and write operations for

given workload and memory space. 

In the case of xmms and gqview traces, there are more

write references than read references. In these environ-

ments, CRAW preserves dirty pages in the memory as

much as possible by enlarging write areas, which eventu-

Fig. 12. Total I/O time for CLOCK, CAR, CFCLOCK, and CRAW as a
function of the memory size. (a) xmms, (b) gqview, (c) gedit, (d)
freecell, (e) kghostview, and (f ) tar_gzip. CAR: CLOCK with
adaptive replacement, CFCLOCK: clean-first CLOCK, CRAW: CLOCK
for read and write.

Fig. 13. Number of read I/Os made by CLOCK, CAR, CFCLOCK,
and CRAW as a function of the memory size. (a) xmms, (b)
gqview, (c) gedit, and (d) freecell. CAR: CLOCK with adaptive
replacement, CFCLOCK: clean-first CLOCK, CRAW: CLOCK for read
and write.
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ally reduces the number of write I/Os and total I/O time.

In the case of gedit and freecell traces, however, read ref-

erences are dominant. As shown in Figs. 13(c)–(d) and

14(c)–(d), CRAW focuses on reducing the number of

expensive write I/Os, but it also keeps the number of read

I/Os to a certain limited range. This leads to improved

performance in terms of the total I/O time. CFCLOCK

dramatically reduces write I/Os, but it performs even

worse than CLOCK and CAR when the memory size is

relatively small. Observe the amount of read I/Os of

CFCLOCK in Fig. 13(c) that is almost 200% of CLOCK.

Fig. 15 shows how CRAW changes the size of each

area as time progresses. The figure plots the desired sizes

of the read area and the two write areas at each time a

page fault occurs when the xmms trace is used. As shown

in the figure, we can notice that the memory space is

dynamically allocated according to the change of refer-

ence patterns. 

C. Overhead of CRAW

Traditional real-time embedded systems simulta-

neously load the whole address space of a process into

physical memory, instead of using virtual memory,

thereby providing deadline-guaranteed services. How-

ever, as contemporary embedded systems provide multi-

tasking, virtual memory is being supported and page

faults inevitably occur. This paper focuses on such sys-

tems, and thus its goal is not pursuing the deadline-guar-

anteed service but reducing the overhead of page faults.

Compared with the page fault handling process that

accompanies slow storage accesses, the additional soft-

ware overhead of CRAW is quite small. Actually, the

additional software overhead of CRAW is already

reflected in our experimental results shown in Fig. 12,

which confirms that the reduced storage I/O overhead by

CRAW has greatly influenced the overall performances. 

The time complexity of CRAW is identical to that of

the original CLOCK algorithm, in which the only non-

constant part is involved in the clock-hand scanning pro-

cess to find the replacement victim. In this process, the

worst case time complexity is O(n), where n is the num-

ber of page frames. However, in practical situations, the

scanning requires only a few movements of the clock-

hand, implying that in practical terms, it has constant

time complexity. Actually, worst case analysis like time

complexity analysis does not consider the practical situa-

tions of real system environments, but just uses unrealis-

tic conditions for worst cases to the algorithm. For

example, LRU has the time complexity of O(1), even

though its overhead is much larger than that of CLOCK

in real systems. We believe that our experimental results

cover a wide variety of cases, including the worst cases

as well as the common cases of real system environ-

ments, which show that the overhead of CRAW is suffi-

ciently small. 

VI. REALIZATION IN REAL SYSTEM ARCHI-
TECTURES

In this section, we describe how the CRAW algorithm

can easily be deployed in existing system architectures.

The CRAW algorithm can be realized when the read and

write bits are supported in the paging unit hardware. This

is done by simple modification of bit settings in the exist-

ing architectures. Specifically, current paging unit hard-

ware sets the reference bit to 1 when a read or a write

reference occurs, and the modified bit to 1 when a write

reference occurs. Instead of this setting, a new version of

the paging unit hardware should set the reference bit only

for a read reference. This simple modification allows the

Fig. 14. Number of write I/Os made by CLOCK, CAR, CFCLOCK,
and CRAW as a function of the memory size. (a) xmms, (b)
gqview, (c) gedit, and (d) freecell. CAR: CLOCK with adaptive
replacement, CFCLOCK: clean-first CLOCK, CRAW: CLOCK for read
and write.

Fig. 15. The size of each area as time progresses.
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implementation of the original CRAW algorithm in real

systems. However, we show in this section that CRAW

can also be used in the existing system architectures with-

out hardware modifications by some approximated

implementation or software support. 

A. Implementation with Reference and Modified
Bits 

In the system architectures that support reference and

modified bits, it may not be feasible to manipulate the

read and write bits. Since the reference bit is set by either

a read or a write operation, extracting read information

alone from the reference bit is a challenging problem. In

such a case, we need to consider an approximated imple-

mentation of the read area of CRAW by using the refer-

ence bit.

We tried to use the total reference area (including both

read and write references) and the write area instead of

the read area and the write area. In this case, if a page is

written, it is included into both the total reference area

and the write area. To manage the two areas, reference

and modified bits can be used instead of read and write

bits. Since the original CRAW also allows duplication of

a page in both areas, this modified version can work rea-

sonably well. This is also consistent with the analysis

shown in Section III, in which the temporal locality of

read references is very similar to that of the total refer-

ences. Fig. 16 depicts this approximated implementation

of the CRAW algorithm, called CRAW-A. 

To quantify the effect of CRAW-A on the performance

of virtual memory systems, we compare the previous

results in Fig. 12 with CRAW-A. From these experi-

ments, we found that the performance of CRAW-A is

almost identical to the original CRAW implementation.

As shown in Fig. 17, for most cases, the performances of

CRAW and CRAW-A are so similar that they are almost

impossible to distinguish. Furthermore, in some cases,

CRAW-A performs better than the original CRAW. From

this result, we can conclude that CRAW can be effectively

implemented as CRAW-A in existing system architectures

without any modification of the paging unit hardware.

B. Implementation without Additional Bits 

Some embedded system architectures do not provide

reference and/or modified bits for the paging unit hard-

ware. Even though such bits are not provided by hard-

ware, the system still needs to keep track of the reference

and modified bits to determine the replacement victim

and flushing target. Thus, in this architecture, setting the

reference and modified bits is usually handled not by

hardware but by kernel in the way of intentional page

faults. 

In the case of the ARM architecture, when a page is

first created, it is marked as read-only [29]. The first

write to such a page (a clean page) will cause a permis-

sion fault, and the kernel data abort handler will be

called. The memory management code will mark the

page as dirty, if the page should indeed be writable. The

page table entry is modified to make it allow both reads

and writes, and the abort handler then returns to retry the

faulting access in the application. A similar technique is

Fig. 16. CRAW-A: an approximated implementation of CLOCK
for read and write (CRAW). LRU: least recently used, MRU: most
recently used.

Fig. 17. Performance comparison of original CLOCK for read
and write (CRAW) and its approximated algorithm CRAW-A. (a)
xmms, (b) gqview, (c) gedit, (d) freecell, (e) kghostview, and (f )
tar_gzip. CAR: CLOCK with adaptive replacement, CFCLOCK:
clean-first CLOCK.
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used to emulate the reference bit, which shows when a

page has been accessed. Read and write accesses to the

page generate an abort. The reference bit is then set

within the handler, and the access permissions are

changed. This is all done transparently to the application

that actually accesses the memory. The kernel makes use

of these bits when swapping pages in and out of memory;

it is preferred to swap out pages that have not been

recently used, and it is also ensured that pages that have

been written to have their new contents copied to the

backing store.

CRAW can be efficiently implemented in this environ-

ment as a software module by setting the read and the

write bits through the simple modification of kernel simi-

lar to the way of abort mechanisms performed by the

ARM architecture. This implies that CRAW can also be

applied to the virtual memory of mobile embedded sys-

tems that does not support reference and modified bits for

the paging unit hardware.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Recently, NAND flash memory has been used as the

swap space of virtual memory as well as the file system

of embedded devices. Since temporal locality is domi-

nant in page references of virtual memory, recency-based

algorithms have been widely used. However, we showed

that this is not the case for write references. We sepa-

rately analyzed the characteristics of read and write refer-

ences in virtual memory and found that the temporal

locality of write references is weak and irregular. This

implies that temporal locality alone is not sufficient to

predict future references in the case of write operations.

Based on this observation, we proposed and evaluated

a new page replacement algorithm, called CRAW, that

considers write frequency as well as temporal locality to

predict the re-reference likelihood of write operations.

CRAW analyzes the reference patterns of read and write

operations separately depending on the characteristics of

each operation, and predicts the re-reference likelihood

of pages more accurately. To do this, CRAW partitions

the memory space into a read area and a write area, and

then dynamically adjusts their size according to the

change of access patterns and the different I/O costs of

read and write operations. Trace-driven simulations with

various virtual memory access traces have shown that the

proposed algorithm significantly improves the I/O perfor-

mance of virtual memory systems. Specifically, it reduces

I/O time by 20%–66% compared to widely known algo-

rithms, such as CLOCK, CAR, and CFLRU.

In this paper, we focused on the temporal locality of

read and write references. In future, we will analyze the

inter-reference recency (IRR) property of read and write

references [30]. We expect this to yield more interesting

results. Various cost-aware algorithms will also be uti-

lized. In this paper, we only considered the different I/O

costs of read and write operations in terms of time among

the various characteristics of NAND flash memory. We

plan to consider more specific characteristics of NAND

flash memory in the future.
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